
Five friends are wearing colorful masks and talking about the hobbies they picked up during the Covid-19 pandemic. Which

hobby did the nurse pick?
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Mask: blue, green, orange, purple, red

Name: Angela, Christine, Holly, Stacey, Renee

Profession: architect, dentist, plumber, nurse, model

Hobby: cooking, gardening, reading, singing,

woodworking

Drink: coffee, hot chocolate, orange juice, soft drink, tea

Age: 25 years, 30 years, 35 years, 40 years, 45 years

⇒ Angela is 45 years old.

⇒ The Dentist started Singing during the Covid-19

pandemic.

⇒ At the third position is the woman who loves Coffee.

⇒ The Model is somewhere to the right of the woman

wearing the Green mask.

⇒ The woman who loves Orange juice is next to the

woman that started Singing during the Covid-19

pandemic.

⇒ The 40-year-old woman is exactly to the left of the 35-

year-old woman.

⇒ The woman wearing the Green mask is somewhere to

the left of the woman whose favorite drink is Hot

chocolate.

⇒ The Plumber is exactly to the left of the youngest

woman.

⇒ At the third position is the woman who started Reading

during the Covid-19 pandemic.

⇒ The woman that started Cooking during the pandemic is

exactly to the right of the woman wearing the Orange

mask.

⇒ Renee is next to the woman who started Reading a lot in

2020.

⇒ The 40-year-old-woman is somewhere between the the

woman that loves Soft drink and the 35-year-old woman,

in that order.

⇒ The Architect is exactly to the left of the woman that

started Woodworking.

⇒ Angela is next to the woman wearing the Blue mask.

⇒ Holly is exactly to the right of the oldest woman.

⇒ Christine is somewhere to the right of the woman

wearing the Orange mask.

⇒ At one of the ends is the woman who started Cooking

during the pandemic.

⇒ The oldest woman is next to the woman who loves Tea.

⇒ The woman wearing the Red mask is somewhere

between the woman who loves Tea and the woman who

started Cooking during the Covid-19 pandemic, in that

order.

⇒ The woman who loves Soft drink started Woodworking

in 2020.

⇒ The woman wearing the Green mask loves Coffee.
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